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LONG RANGE AIRCRAFT TRAJECTORY PREDICTION
ABSTRACT
The subject of the paper is the improvement of the aircraft
future trajectory prediction accuracy for long-range airborne
separation assurance. The strategic planning of safe aircraft
flights and effective conflict avoidance tactics demand timely
and accurate conflict detection based upon future four–dimen-
sional airborne traffic situation prediction which is as accurate
as each aircraft flight trajectory prediction. The improved kine-
matics model of aircraft relative flight considering flight crew
intention, aircraft true airspeed variability, and atmosphere
conditions is introduced in the paper. The study is focused on
improved kinematics model of aircraft relative flight position
error estimation. Operational airborne separation capabilities
are outlined based on the comparison between the improved
and simple model of aircraft relative flight.
KEY WORDS
aircraft trajectory prediction, trajectory prediction error, air-
craft position prediction error, flight safety
1. INTRODUCTION
To cope with the increasing demand in the
crowded skies above and to make unmanned aircraft
systems integrated flight operations possible diverse
concepts of airspace organization and management
are envisioned. The deciding factor for the autono-
mous-flight [8], free-flight [5], sector-less [1], and au-
tomated [3] airspace feasibility is the ability of the fu-
ture Airborne Separation Assurance Systems (ASAS)
onboard each aircraft airborne to correctly and timely
detect every potential in-flight conflict of lost separa-
tion. However, the conflict can only be detected op-
portunely and accurately if the ASAS is based upon
four-dimensional prediction of airborne traffic situa-
tion. The stability of the latter depends crucially upon
the future trajectory of each and every aircraft aloft
prediction accuracy.
The problem is that with the existing technology
and methodology the look-ahead time for the con-
struction of accurate future trajectory of aircraft flight
is reduced to only about 5 to 7 minutes in advance [6].
The longer look-ahead time results in predicted traffic
situation instability [5] and consequently unreliability
or even inability of conflict detection.
A simple Traffic Collision Avoidance System-like
model of flight predicts each aircraft future trajectory
with extrapolation of its ground speed vector from the
aircraft last position, while the aircraft ground speed
vector is derived with interpolation between its last
two known positions. For two aircraft encounters the
simple model [9], where an aircraft about to descent
and the intruder are denoted by index 2 and 1 respec-




















Obviously, this model (1) is based upon the pre-
sumptions of: (a) constant aircraft ground speed and
direction vG, resulting in constant relative angles be-
tween aircraft in the horizontal yR and vertical qR
plane, and therefore including (b) constant wind
speed and direction, and (c) constant static state (tem-
perature) of atmosphere as well. Impaired by the un-
certainty in future aircraft trajectory, the simple
model of aircraft relative flight (1) can be regarded as
a short-range conflict detection instrument since it
cannot account for the flight crew future intent re-
garding aircraft trajectory and flight regime as well as
for weather conditions and future aircraft trajectory
variations due to the aircraft true airspeed variable-
ness. The longer look-ahead time based on the simple
model of flight decreases the trajectory prediction ac-
curacy which increases the air traffic controller safety
margins as they are formed through experience and
reflect the biasing of decisions to favour safety over ac-
curacy including expectations regarding uncertainty in
aircraft trajectory [7] reducing in the process the air-
space utilization as well as air traffic flow efficiency.
Because of the problem described, the ASAS
on-board aircraft cannot assure conflict-free trajec-
tory generation for descent through the autonomous
flight airspace (AFA) as envisioned in [8] where prob-
abilities of in-flight conflicts are dispersed along the
descent trajectory with progressively dictated parame-
ters of flight along the transitioning route before air-
craft leaves the AFA. Furthermore, because of the
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conflict detection inaccuracies and uncertainties, the
conflict- (traffic-) free transition corridor between the
AFA and non-AFA airspace cannot be selected,
found or predicted as the meta-level control based on
reinforcement-learning algorithms decision support
[11] might be regarded as an essential prerequisite.
One of the possible real world examples for the prob-
lems described is the unmanned aircraft system oper-
ating as pseudo-satellite at flight levels 500-600 de-
scending after a prolonged mission. Another applica-
tion of solution to the problems described is aircraft
trajectory protection when the responsibilities of the
hijacked aircraft crew are transferred to the automatic
emergency landing (return) system.
2. AIRCRAFT RELATIVE FLIGHT
MODEL
For enhanced forecast of future four-dimensional
airborne traffic situation stability under longer
look-ahead times and improved conflict detection ac-
curacy and reliability, the improved kinematics model
of aircraft relative flight was derived to include not
only for the aircraft crew future intent as introduced in
[6] but to consider:
a) the aircraft true airspeed v variableness
v v zS= ( ( ))J as a function of a static state of an at-
mosphere JS (i. e. the static air temperature T;
J S z T z( ) { ( )}= ) variation with aircraft pressure
altitude z,
b) the aircraft true airspeed variableness v v z= ( ( ))s
due to the changing set of speed regimes
s( ) { , }z M vC= of descent and/or climb with a con-
stant Mach number M and/or with a constant cali-
brated airspeed vC,
c) an influence of the dynamic state of an atmosphere
J xD z w z z( ) { ( ), ( )}= defined with the wind speed
w and direction x on the progressive speed V of an
aircraft which can be written as V V v zD= ( , ( ))J .
It is envisioned that the ASAS on-board aircraft
are communicating via airborne dependant surveil-
lance-broadcast (ADS-B) system and the future traffic
situation is based upon the negotiation about future
trajectories between aircraft allowing them to benefit
from multiple independent declarative analysis of the
same situation [10].
Based on the simplification that an angular veloc-
ity vector of each aircraft equals zero, and an assump-
tion that an alteration of each aircraft trajectory is in-
stantaneous (discussed in chapter §3.1), the advanced
model of aircraft relative motion is defined by:
¢ = ×x V v z z z zR S D R2 2 2 2( ( ( ), ( )), ( )) cos ( ( ))s J J q s
× -cos ( ( ( ), ( )), ( ))y s J JR S DV v z z z1 1 1
¢ = ×y V v z z zR S D2 2 2( ( ( ), ( )), ( ))s J J (2)
×sin ( ( )) cosq s yR Rz2
¢ =z V v z z z zR S D R2 2 2 2( ( ( ), ( )), ( )) sin ( ( ))s J J q s
The model of aircraft relative motion (2) can be
transformed into a time-dependant function using the




V z zR( ) sin ( ( ))q s 2 (3)
where the progressive speed V of an aircraft follows



















( ( ), ( )) sin ( )
cos ( ( ))
s q x y
q s
(4)
The improved model of aircraft relative flight fol-
lowing from (2) is designed from the start to be verifi-
able as an ASAS component for its safety of operation
as defined in [2].
The solution of the kinematic model of aircraft rel-
ative flight (2) is presented for the case that aircraft
denoted as A2 and its flight parameters denoted by in-
dex 2 start its descent from cruise level zFL2 in strato-
sphere z zFL tp2 > (tropopause at ztp) at t tTOD > 0 af-
ter conflict is detected at t0, while the intruder denoted
by index 1 continues its constant Mach number M level
cruise. The airspeed regimes of flight phases of the de-
scending aircraft A2 (denoted by index 2) are sched-
uled as in [4]. The solution of (2) provided is parti-
tioned according to the descending aircraft flight
phases; note that s, c and t denote trigonometric func-
tions of sine, cosine and tangent.
a) t t tTOD0 £ £ (t0 0= ): the A2 is in a M const2 =
level cruise (q2 0= ) in the stratosphere:
x t X t w c c cR R R( ) ( ) ( )= + - -
æ
è
ç0 2 1l y l
- - + - ö
ø





2 2 2 2
1 2l y l






2 2 2 2
2 2y l l
(5)
z t z tR R( ) ( )= 0
where r t x t y t z tR R R R( ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))0 0 0 0= is the
initial aircraft relative position when conflict is de-
tected at t0.
b) t t tTOD tp< £ : A2 descends in a constant M
speed-regime with a constant angle of descent
q qR = 2 through the stratosphere:
x t X t w c c cR R TOD R( ) ( ) ( )= + - -
æ
è
ç l y l2 1
- - + - ö
ø





2 2 2 2
1 2l y l





÷s wc M a w s t
R tpy l l2 22
2 2 2 2 (6)
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where r tR TOD( ) is a solution of (5) for t tTOD= .
c) t t ttp p< £ : after passing the tropopause at ttp the
A2 descends in a constant M speed-regime
through the troposphere:
x t x t w c c cR R tp R( ) ( ) ( )= + - +
é
ëê l y l2 1






+ -c k M R t t
R tpy c6 2
2 2( )
y t y t s t t wc k M RR R tp tpR( ) ( ) ( )(= + - + +y l c2 5 2
+ -s k M R t t
R tpy c6 2
2 2( ) (7)
z t z t t t t wc k M RR R tp tp( ) ( ) ( )(= - - + +q l c2 2 5 2
- -t k M R t t tpq c2 6 2
2 2( )
where r tR tp( ) is a solution of (6) for t t tp= , while
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d) t t p> : at tp A2 changes its speed-regime and con-
tinues its descent through the troposphere with the
constant calibrated airspeed (v constC2 = ):
x t x t w c c c c kR R p R R( ) ( ) ( )= + - + -
é
ëê l y l y2 1 7







( ) ( )
y t y t s t t wc kR R p pR( ) ( ) ( )( )= + - + +y l2 7
+ -s k t t
R py 8
2 2( ) (12)
z t z t t t t wc kR R p p( ) ( ) ( )( )= - - + -q l2 2 7
- -t k t t pq2 8
2 2( ),
where r tR p( ) is a solution of (7) for t t p= , while
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The symbols not accounted for in the text are: g0 -
acceleration of gravity, L - (temperature atmospheric)
lapse rate, R - universal gas constant, c - ratio of spe-
cific heats, a0 and aFL - speed of sound at reference
level of standard atmosphere and at aircraft flight
level (FL), T0 and T0R - reference SATs of standard
and real atmosphere, l represents the difference be-
tween the wind direction x and aircraft true heading y,
while index R denotes the relative parameter.
3. AIRCRAFT TRAJECTORY
PREDICTION ERROR
3.1 Theoretical position prediction errors
At the top of descent (TOD) an aircraft starts its
rotation W( ) ( , , )t = 0 0wq (for t t tÎ[ , ]0 ) about the lat-
eral axis until angle of descent q is established after
transition time tt as shown in Figure 1.
For the simplicity of the improved model of air-
craft relative flight (2) the instantaneous aircraft tran-
sition into descent is assumed:





























Because of simplification (19) the aircraft trajec-
tory is not smooth at the TOD resulting in horizontal
ex-y and vertical ez plane error of aircraft position pre-
diction in the period of transition time t t tÎ[ , ]0 , and
can be theoretically estimated from Figure 1 as:
e t V t t
e t V t










( ) ( ) cos
sin















The position errors ex-y and ez (20) are propor-
tional to the transition time tt, angle of descent q, and
aircraft progressive speed V f v z zS D= ( ( ( ), ( )), )s J J .
They reach their maximum after transition into de-
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scent is completed at tt; however, after transition time
tt, the theoretical position errors ex-y and ez (20) of im-
proved model (2) are constant. The theoretical posi-
tion errors ex-y and ez are presented in Figure 2 for
constant Mach number speed regime transition into
the descent with a standard constant angle of q= °3 .
While the horizontal plane ex-y theoretical position
error of improved model (2) is negligible, the vertical
plane ez position error will be almost equal to the re-
duced vertical separation minimum (RVSM) stan-
dard in a high-speed long-duration transition into de-
scent in the tail-wind conditions (Fig. 2).
3.2 Actual trajectory prediction errors
For absolute vertical plane trajectory prediction
error determination the aircraft descent trajectories
predicted for the next 900 seconds (15 minutes) using
the simple (1) and improved (2) model of aircraft rela-
tive flight were compared with the actual flight data
recorded on a commercial flight of Airbus A320 and
Canadair CRJ200. The methodology used was chosen
for its simplicity. The results of the descent trajectory
prediction error determination are presented (as a
single flight example) in Figure 3 while the test flight
conditions data are provided in Tables 1 (test flight
plan) and 2 (weather conditions).
From the aircraft trajectory generation point of
view it was expected that the greatest inaccuracies of
trajectory prediction will appear at the tropopause
transition and while the aircraft descent speed regime
is changed., In the stratosphere, namely, the aircraft
true airspeed (TAS) is constant in the descent since
the static air temperature (SAT) T is a constant, while
in the troposphere it is a function of SAT as well as of
aircraft speed regime defined either by constant Mach
number M or the constant calibrated airspeed vC. For
descent trajectory segments of a special interest to be
included, winter longer-range flights were chosen for
the predicted trajectory accuracy investigation to as-
sure that the top of descent is in the stratosphere (lon-
ger-range flights are flown higher for economy; in win-
ter the tropopause is lower due to the lower-than-stan-
dard SAT at the ISA reference level). The Air Traffic
Control imposed break in aircraft descent (between C
and D in Figure 3) only fostered trustworthiness of a
trajectory prediction error determination methodol-
ogy.
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Figure 1 – Simplified transition into descent
actual aircraft position after transition time
aircraft position predicted by the
improved model for the time
equivalent to the transition time
( / )sin( )V ttw wq q
ex y-
q( )t




r treal t( )










































Figure 2 – The improved model aircraft position errors
in vertical e and horizontal e plane
after transition into descent.
z x-y
The vertical plane trajectory prediction error eSIM
of a simple model of aircraft relative flight (1) clearly
increases exponentially with the trajectory prediction
look-ahead time (Figure 3). The reason for such rapid
error increase is the fact that the simple model (1) is
designed to be ignorant to the variation of an aircraft
true airspeed (TAS, v) due to the static air tempera-
ture (SAT, T) gradient in the troposphere. Within
next 300 seconds (5 minutes) after descent is resumed
(E in Figure 3) the vertical plane trajectory prediction
error of a simple model exceeds the RVSM standard
by 30%. Consequently, the conflict detection based on
the simple model of aircraft relative flight (1) will be
unreliable or even impossible.
For the entire look-ahead time (15 minutes) of an
aircraft future trajectory predicted with the improved
model of flight (2) its vertical plane trajectory predic-
tion error eIMP is stable in oscillations within ±16% of
the RVSM standard (Figure 3). Being for the factor of
at least 3 more accurate in trajectory prediction as
simple model (1), the improved model (2) promises
greater reliability of conflict detection.
The general reason for the vertical plane trajectory
prediction error eIMP of improved model (2) oscilla-
tions between –50.4m and +69.6m are usual oscilla-
tions of actual flight speed parameters (Figure 3 be-
low). The first abrupt amplitude in the eIMP oscillation
occurs (after D in Figure 3) due to the not-typical pilot
imposed oscillation of the aircraft rate of descent when
the descent resumed. The entire aircraft trajectory is
predicted upon the reference SAT T below the aircraft
at the beginning of its trajectory prediction (t = 0: Ta-
ble 2, Appendix 2). Actual data documenting the SAT
during test flight indicates the tropopause descent ap-
proximately 400 seconds from the start of trajectory
prediction (an aircraft flew into the colder region) re-
sulting in lower actual SAT than predicted. The actual
aircraft TAS consequently decreased in the constant
calibrated airspeed regime through the troposphere
more slowly than predicted. That is why, with the in-
creasing look-ahead time in the second half of the pre-
dicted trajectory, the oscillations of eIMP continued.
3.3 Trajectory prediction accuracy
improvements
The improved model of aircraft relative flight
(2) accuracy level depends on the future static
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A 132 t0 0= descent
1.2
B 192.27 ttp = 60 27. s tropopause transit 10890
C 338 tCD1 206= s level cruise
10088
0
D 431 tCD2 299= s descent
3.2
E 480.76 t p = 349 76. s descent & airspeed regime change 9410 280
Table 2 – Weather conditions report (test example)
time of trajectory
construction
true heading dynamic state of atmosphere J D static state of atmosphere J S
h x w T0R



















900 48 12 49
J S z T z( ) { ( )}= and dynamic J xD z w z z( ) { ( ), ( )}=
state of atmosphere prediction availability. The air-
craft TAS is sensitive to the future SAT T prediction
especially in the troposphere and the aircraft relative
(ground) speed in consecutive to the wind speed w and
direction x predictions.
The accuracy of four-dimensional airborne traffic
situation prediction can be augmented if ASAS
on-board each aircraft is provided via data-link with
the detailed atmospheric conditions in the format pro-
posed in Figure 4. The static state of atmosphere
J S T x y= { ( , )}D should include the data about the
SAT difference DT between the standard and the real
atmosphere reference SAT at reference pressure alti-
tude z p( )0 for a grid of nodes defined by their longi-
tude x and latitude y; the dynamic state of atmosphere
J xD w x y z p x y z p= { ( , , ( )), ( , , ( ))} should be format-
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z =11100 (36417 )FL m ft
z =10809 (35464 )tp m ft
z =10088 (33100 )CD m ft
z =9410 (30874 )p m ft














































































































real data for the rate of descent
Figure 3 – Vertical plane trajectory prediction error of a simple
and improved model of aircraft relative flight
z(p )2
z(p )1
z(p )0 DT(x , y )1 1
DT(x , y )1 2
DT(x , y )1 n
DT(x , y )2 1
DT(x , y )2 2
DT(x , y )2 n
DT(x , y )n 1
DT(x , y )n 2
DT(x , y )n n
Figure 4 – Proposed atmospheric conditions
data format
ted three-dimensionally with the horizontal plane de-
fined by x and y while the vertical plane is defined by
the pressure altitude z p( ).
The aircraft trajectory prediction error analysis re-
vealed that the vertical plane trajectory prediction er-
ror of model (2) is even for longer prediction periods
with the same parameters of flight smaller than the
theoretical vertical plane position error e eIMP z< .
The latter is thus useful for the construction of a safe
buffer zone extending in the vertical plane for the
value of ez on either side of the predicted aircraft tra-
jectory z t e z t z t ez z( ) ( ) ( )- £ £ + as presented in Fig-
ure 5, since the theoretical vertical position error is
constant after transition time t t t³ .
5. CONCLUSION
The airborne dependant surveillance-broadcast
(ADS-B) system based and cockpit display of traffic
information (CDTI) compatible model of aircraft rel-
ative flight (2) can predict aircraft trajectory for up to
15 minutes in advance with limited and not-exciting
position prediction error, and therefore enabling sta-
ble prediction of long-range future four-dimensional
airborne traffic situation. Accordingly, the compari-
son revealed that the improved model (2) outper-
forms its TCAS–type simple model (1) pendant in
terms of trajectory prediction accuracy promising
better conflict detection accuracy and reliability. Es-
pecially distinctive are its performances at trajectory
predictions for climbing and/or descending flights
through the troposphere where the characteristic tem-
perature gradients affect the aircraft speed parame-
ters. The attribute of improved model preference is
the feasibility of its trajectory prediction accuracy im-
provement providing it with detailed atmospheric
conditions data.
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POVZETEK
NAPAKE POLOÃAJA PREDVIDENE PRIHODNJE
TRAJEKTORIJE LETALA
Èlanek obravnava izboljšanje natanènosti naèrtovanja
prihodnje trajektorije letala za zagotavljanje razdvajanja letal v
zraku na daljših razdaljah. Strateško naèrtovanje varnih letov
in uèinkovita taktika izogibanja nevarnostnim stanjem v zraku
narekujeta pravoèasno in pravilno zaznavanje nevarnostnih
stanj, ta temelji na predvideni prihodnji štiri–dimenzionalni
prometni situaciji v zraku, katere natanènost je tolikšna, koli-
kršna je nataènost, s katero je predvidena prihodnja trejaktorije
vsakega letala. Študija je osredotoèena na razvoj izpopolnje-
naga kinematiènega modela relativnega leta letal in na njegovo
natanènost doloèanja poloãaja letala v zraku. Operativne spo-
sobnosti za vzpostavljanje in ohranjanje razdvajanja letal v
zraku so opisane na osnovi primerjave izpopolnjenega in pre-
prostega modela relativnega leta letal.
KLJUÈNE BESEDE
predvidena trajektorija leta letala, napaka predvidene tarjekto-
rije leta, napaka predvidenega poloãaja letala, varnost letenja
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with vertical safety buffer
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